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HEIDS

Higher Education Information Directors in Scotland

Minutes of HEIDS Meeting 
Held on Tuesday 12 September 2000

Napier University, Craighouse Campus, Edinburgh

Present:-

Chair		Tom Mortimer		Queen Margaret University College		TM
Secretary	Paul Dean		Napier University				PD
Malcolm Bain		University of St Andrews			MB
David Beards		SHEFC					DB
Jim Buchan		Northern College				JB
Pamela Chambers	UHI						PC
Stewart Gardner	University of Abertay				SG
Brian Gilmore		University of Edinburgh			BG
Peter Kemp		University of Stirling				PK 
Linda McCormick	University of Glasgow			LM
Richard Murphy	University of Dundee				RM
Graham Prior		University of Aberdeen			GP
David Rundell 	Heriot-Watt University			DR
Tony Shaw		University of Paisley 				TS
Ian White		Glasgow Caledonian University		IW


1.0	Apologies

Stuart Brough		University of Strathclyde			SB
Gordon Hunt		RSAMD					GH
John McKay		Glasgow School of Art			JM
Nigel Kay		University of Strathclyde			NK

2.0	Minutes of Previous Meeting
	Agreed	 as correct.
	
3.0	Matters Arising
All matters covered in the agenda
 
4.0 	Digital Scotland
Following consultation with the membership TM had submitted a HEIDS response to this initiative.

The government, through Donald Dewar, is expected to shortly accept the report and commit to many of the recommendations. 

5.0	JISC FE Regional Support Centres
The contract process is now complete with awards for the West and South to the University of Glasgow/GTN consortium and for the East and North to the consortium led by the University of Stirling.  The English RSCs are currnetly ahead due to the earlier award of contract

It was noted that UKERNA have appointed Janet Laurie to handle FE affairs in Scotland.

6.0 	Business of Related Groups

	a) SHEFC
DB reported
·	The setting up of the RSCs had been a major activity over the summer.

·	There has been no progress with EDINA in setting up a web service for TLA materials such as those resulting from UMI..  DB said if any institution was interested in hosting this service they should discuss it with him.

·	A C&IT Strategy for FE in Scotland is due to be published by the SFEFC in early November

·	Contracts will shortly be awarded for the Staff Development Initiative.

·	The initial concern of some FE colleges as to whether JANET would provide them with a significantly better network service than their current ISP has been addressed.

	b) COSHEP
PK Reported:-
·	The organisation will be represented at the MAN re-procurement meeting which follows this meeting.
·	A group has been set up to consider the impact and opportunities of e-commerce.  PK is a member of the group although  membership generally is taken from the University  Secretary’s community.  Principals are looking for guidance in this area as they are not yet sure of the impact, although there is a general feeling that it will prove useful.  RM pointed out that he is attending a seminar on e-commerce on 4/10/2000 and agreed to report back to HEIDS.
·	There is also a group at considering copyright issues.  TM asked the group whether this should be discussed at a future HEIDS.  It was felt this was a good idea particularly as it took HEIDS away from spending too much time on MAN related issue.
·	COSHEP now has fulltime Director ( David Caldwell).  It was decided he should be invited to attend a future meeting of HEIDS. 

	c) JISC
The final draft of the JISC strategy for 2001 to 2006 is due out shortly with the completed document to be submitted to the JISC in early October.  Derek Law is chairing the main group. There have been sub groups and think tanks but there has been no formal consultation of institutions.

TM volunteered to prepare a HEIDS submission if other member will send him input by early next week 
ACTION:- All

LM noted that UCISA has not found the document easy to comment on due to its somewhat vague nature.
 
	d) SNIJUG
TM had unsuccessfully tried to contact George Farquhar regarding the HEIDS proposal that TM attend the next meeting of JNUG to assess its worth to the Scottish HE community.  It was agreed that TM should still pursue this.
ACTION:- TM

	e) SCONET
There has been considerable discussion in recent weeks on the SCONET list as to the future of the group.  HEIDS felt if there was a future for the group it should at least elect a convenor rather than pass this role to the institution hosting the next meeting.

It was suggested that the group should be encouraged to meet during Networkshop in March 2001.
Action:- IW

The question was asked as to what we as HEIDS want from SCONET to continue ?  It was felt SCONET wasn’t really required to discuss JANET & MAN issues as this role had now been taken over by SMDATANET. 

It was suggested that the scope of the group should be widened beyond networking to cover such issues as desktop operating systems but for most institutions the current membership is inappropriate for this role.  PD offered to host an ad hoc event in the late autumn for staff to discuss implementing Windows 2000 services (like the previous one for Windows NT hosted by Napier in 1999)
ACTION:- PD

7.0	SMCG/MAN Reports
There has not been a meeting of SMCG since the last meeting of HEIDS.
No MAN reports.

8.0	Any Other Competent Business 
a) Student Use of Laptop PCs
PD asked the group about use of laptop PCs by students.  As ‘devils advocate’  he outlined some of the disadvantages (price/performance, physical frailty and security, and Health and Safety issues).  The reason for raising the subject was that many academics seem to think this approach will dominate ‘within the next couple of years’, but it seems to have been 2 years out for the last 8 years!
 
The Faculty of Engineering at Paisley are providing laptops for their new intake of students.  It is seen as providing a ‘competitive edge’.  They have also extended their Microsoft agreement to provide Office on these laptops but at a considerable cost.
 
It is understood that Strathclyde are operating a similar scheme based on IBM Think Pads but the University wasn’t represented at the meeting.
Action:- SB or NK
(Can you circulate any info to the list ?) 

It was noted that Cisco now have a good wireless based solution for laptops. 
The general feeling was that most student prefer to have their own desktop at their flat and access to a University machine on campus.

Support issues were discussed. How are laptops connected while on campus, direct to the network or via a modem? TM said most of their international students have laptops and they sell them a ‘standard network card’, and then provide access via a proxy server.  This approach reduces support issues. 

It was proposed that this would a useful issue for SCONET to discuss via the list
Action:- PD
(Contact SCONET)
b) Physical Security 
BG described the second recent theft of Sun equipment from the University of Edinburgh.  The UoE had been given, and followed, suggestions from their insurance brokers after the first incident but these actions had been of little help.  The police had made few proposals.

A number of issues were discussed including insurance cover (in particular after repeated incidents), and the use of web cameras as a cheap way of increasing video coverage.  The JISC/UKERNA were already concerned about the impact on national services following the Manchester theft but this UoE incident will no doubt increase their interest as it involved the EDINA servers.

Stirling are looking at a ‘business non interruption’ strategy

DB was asked as to whether SHEFC had a view.  It was felt that it was an issue for the institutions themselves but DB will check with other branches of SHEFC (audit)
Action:- DB

9.0 	HEIDS Pre-meeting for MAN Re-procurement
The rest of the meeting was spent preparing for the afternoon meeting about the re-procurement of the MANs.

Funding 
·	PK stated that the JISC money available may be £2M.  He also noted that the JISC money would be conditional on the network design at least including the SuperJANET 4 functionality as a baseline. 
·	BG noted that the JISC paid more than SHEFC in the first procurement
·	LM asked how the London MAN is managing its tender and do they know what funds they have available .  PK stated that the JCN is currently looking at funding of MANs in general. 

Procurement Timing
·	It was asked whether the existing contracts could be extended by a year?  It was felt this was not possible as the SHEFC money was planned for a 2002 replacement.  Also UKERNA would probably insist on new style contracts if this happened.
·	It was agreed that the procurement timetable proposed by UKERNA is very tight but, as above, the deadline is fixed.  Hence As a result significant organisational changes will not be practical so the tender structure will be as now, i.e. the current 4 HE MANs, UHI, and the interconnect but these grouping will incorportae the FE MANs and FE colleges outside MANs
·	All the MANs must stay in line on both timing and technical issues.
·	A particular concern was how Universities could know what funds to allocate to this project by the time 2001/2002 budgets are set at dates varying between November 2000 and March 2001.

Procurement Process
·	The point as to how much freedom suppliers should have in the tender process was discussed.  It was felt this would have to limited otherwise it would complicate and slow the exercise.
·	BG noted that at least for EaStMAN only the MAN Management Group had authority as this had been designated by the Principals.
·	The actual process itself would require considerable technical effort and management.  It was felt this work could be handled at MAN level but a Scotland wide exercise would need a fulltime team.

Design Issues
·	It was largely coincidental that the 4 original MANs had been designed in similar ways but care would have to be taken to ensure this compatibility is preserved during the multiple re-procurements. There must be a base technical specification agreed between all MANs and UKERNA (SJ4 is a base spec.).
·	We must remember this is not only about replacing cabling but also the equipment which will be life expired in 2002.
·	Discussion took place over the document prepared by George Howat proposing the consideration of dark fibre throughout.  Although it was agreed this may be an ideal there is major problem in that there may be no offers from Telcos for this provision.  Also it was felt off campus fibres owned by the community was not practical.

Other Groupings 
·	We need to ensure that COSHEP are fully informed so they support this key initiative.  Although they don’t generally like top slicing as a principle they do agree that it is the right approach for inter institutional networking.
·	There was concern about the impact on the process of including FE.  It was agreed this is an issue for the Funding Councils.  There is currently uncertainty as the level of provision that SFEFC is willing to fund for FE.
·	JB noted that FE in Aberdeen  is different as Aberdeen College is already a full MAN partner and in the fact the Universities are in a minority on the management group.  
·	Obviously if Schools and Libraries are also brought into the process the complexity of the procurement goes up considerably.  It was suggested that these organisations should not be included at this stage but the option of carrying their trunk traffic may be added later. 

The Afternoon Meeting
·	All the HEIDS speakers said their presentations will raise more issue than they answer hence they will provoke discussion.  In the end though we must tell the meeting what we want.  
·	It was felt the outcome from the meeting should be an agreed way forward.
·	Other groupings would be present (FE, Schools, JISC, UKERNA) hence we as HEIDS must be careful not to confuse these other groups or over raise their expectations. 
·	TM asked what we wanted as the outcome of the afternoon meeting.  The view was an agreed way forward to and through the procurement.
·	It was stated that we were technically adventurous in the initial procurement and this had been a major advantage hence we should not be too conservative this time around.  This helps to enthuse Principals and also the SHEFC TLA Committee is proud and enthusiastic about the leading edge provision

10.0 	Dates and Locations of Next Meetings

	Dates and locations of the next two meetings are:-

		Wednesday	29 November 2000	Northern College, Aberdeen
		Tuesday	6   February    2001	Queen Margaret University Coll.
		


